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Restoring dispersion cancellation for entangled photons produced by ultrashort pulses
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It is a well-known and remarkable fact that in certain coincidence photon-counting experiments with cw-
pumped parametric down-converters, the effects of group-velocity dispersion arising from media interposed
between source and detectors are completely canceled, even if the media physically affect only one of the
photons of the pair. Recently Perinaet al. @Phys. Rev. A59, 2359~1999!# showed that this phenomenon does
not occur when certain classical timing information is available about the arrival of individual photons at the
detectors, as is the case when the photon pairs are produced via spontaneous parametric down-conversion using
an ultrashort pump pulse. In this paper we show that the nonlocal cancellation of dispersion for such a source
of entangled photons can be restored in principle by proper engineering of the source properties. In particular,
we describe techniques for recovering interference in coincidence-counting experiments by suppressing distin-
guishing information without the post selection of photons. Moreover, a precise classical timing signal coin-
cident with the photon pair is still available.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 42.65.Ky
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dispersion plays an important role in the propagation
short classical optical pulses and of quantum wave pack
In particular, transform-limited classical pulses as well
single-photon wave packets experience temporal broade
upon propagating through a dispersive medium. In class
applications such as communication over optical fibers
pulse broadening ultimately limits the data transfer rates,
less appropriate compensation methods are implemented@1#.
In the case of quantum communications over fibers@2#, the
data rates are sufficiently low that such considerations
not necessary. Nonetheless, the presence of dispersive
tems in the path between source and detector can com
mise certain important quantum phenomena that are ce
to some of the communications protocols, such as telepo
tion and dense coding, which rely on entangled photon m
tiplets.

For example, Bell-state measurement is the key to
entanglement swapping@3# that lies at the heart of teleporta
tion. The method proposed for this measurement by Bra
stein and Mann@4# makes use of a Hong-Ou-Mandel~HOM!
interferometer@5#. In the HOM interferometer, the paths o
two photons are overlapped at a beam splitter and the re
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ing coincidence counts are monitored. Destructive interf
ence of the two-photon amplitudes produces a ‘‘dip’’ in t
coincidence counts as the relative path delay between
two photons is varied. According to the Braunstein-Ma
protocol, the detection of a coincidence in the center of t
‘‘dip’’ allows one to infer that the joint polarization state fo
the photons at the inputs was one of the four entangled
states. The fidelity of teleportation is tied directly to the v
lidity of this assertion, the strength of which depends cr
cally on the absence of any way to distinguish the photon
the inputs to the beam splitter~save by their direction!. The
presence of any dispersive element in either path by wh
the two photons reach the inputs to the Bell apparatus
compromise such inductive inference, because it may p
vide a means by which the path taken by each photon to
detector can, in principle, be identified. This is sufficient
reduce the visibility of the HOM dip and the strength of a
inductive inference based on it.

A nonclassical dispersion cancellation effect involvin
coincidence detection of entangled photon pairs was
analyzed by Franson@6#. A related effect in a HOM interfer-
ometer was subsequently demonstrated and analyzed
Steinberget al. @7,8#. The experimental realization of thi
latter scheme used photon pairs generated via spontan
parametric down-conversion~PDC! pumped by a monochro
matic laser. Figure 1 provides a conceptual illustration of
dispersion cancellation that can occur in the HOM interf
ometer. The photons arriving at each detector may be lab
by their frequencies, and by their relative detection tim
Any combination of observed frequencies and relative arri
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times could have come about in two distinct ways. For
ample, as depicted in the figure, a red photon might ar
first at the upper detector, followed by a blue photon at
lower detector~where ‘‘red’’ and ‘‘blue’’ refer to frequency
shifts relative to the degenerate photon pair center
quency!. This can occur either because both photons w
transmitted at the beam splitter~T-T!, or because both wer
reflected~R-R!. In the T-T case, the red photon would hav
traveled through the dispersive material, while in theR-R
case, the blue photon would have done so. Because the
is delayed more than the red by the dispersive material,
total travel time for the photons is shorter for theT-T case
than it is for theR-Rcase. However, in both cases, the bl
photon is expected to arrive later than the red by the sa
amount of time, and so they are able to interfere destr
tively with complete visibility—just as a pair of degenerat
frequency photons would—and so the interference is un
fected by dispersion.

If the pump for the down-converter is continuous wa
~cw!, then the time at which the photon pair is generateda

FIG. 1. The mechanism of dispersion cancellation. Two phot
are incident on a beam splitter~BS!, after one of them has passe
through some dispersive material~D.M.! The photons have identi
cal spectra, centered on the mean frequencyn0 , and the optical path
lengths are balanced so that photons at this mean frequency a
simultaneously at BS and at the detectorsD1,D2. In the figure, a
‘‘red’’ photon with frequency (n02Dn) is initially detected atD1,
and a ‘‘blue’’ photon with frequency (n01Dn) is subsequently
detected atD2. There are two possible ways for this to occur: t
first is that both photons were transmitted at the beam splitterT
2T), and the second is that both were reflected (R2R). The red
and blue frequencies are oppositely shifted in velocity, as comp
with the center of the photon wave packet~shown by the vertical
line!, so that the blue is delayed relative to the red by the sa
amount in each case. Therefore, the amplitudes for these two
cesses would interfere to completely suppress coincidences we
not for the presence of the classical~though unmeasured! pump
pulse, which enables theT-T andR-R paths to be distinguished b
their total transit times.
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priori unknowable—a fact that permits the interference
amplitudes for photon pairs created at different times. On
other hand, if the pump is an ultrashort optical pulse, then
time of generation of the photons may be known to mu
better precision than their correlation time, and in this ca
the interference is compromised@9–11# because theT-T and
R-Rpathways then become distinguishable by virtue of th
different transit times through the interferometer. The res
ing loss of interference, and of dispersion cancellation,
also be understood in a frequency domain picture. In t
picture, the frequency anticorrelation and entanglement n
essary for these effects are reduced because the pump
is broad band, and offers a wide range of sum frequencies
the photon pairs that are not available in the cw-pumped c
@9#.

In practice, the interference can be restored at the expe
of either timing information or count rate. In the past fe
years, some new nonlocality, entanglement swapping,
teleportation experiments have made use of interfere
from multiphoton sources@3,12#. An effective manner of
achieving this involves synchronous pumping of seve
crystals with ultrashort pulses@13#. Lack of precise timing
information from separate sources makes such experim
impossible because the photons sent to the Bell detecto
more than likely in different temporal modes. They m
nonetheless be mode matched by severe spectral filtering
the associated reduction in the count rate makes experim
involving more than two detectors difficult.

In this paper we propose and analyze several means
which the interference visibility and dispersion cancellati
in a HOM apparatus can be restored by suitable enginee
of the source configuration—namely by tailoring the disp
sive properties of the nonlinear crystal in which the dow
converted pair is produced. At the same time, precise tim
information about the photon pair is retained, so that su
sources are likely to be of use in quantum communicati
schemes involving several independent sources of entan
photons, and in which long propagation paths for the
tangled particles are necessary. One advantage of supp
ing distinguishing information at the source is that high
count rates can be maintained, leading to more accurate m
surements in experiments designed to test fundamental
tulates, and higher data rates in quantum communicat
systems.

To do this we introduce a general framework for t
analysis of all dispersive effects that arise in coinciden
counting experiments with parametric down-converters. D
persion cancellation relies on two key ingredients: the f
quency entanglement of the photon pair and the frequen
dependent time delay imparted to the photons by
dispersive material. These aspects of the problem lend th
selves naturally to analysis in the frequency domain. A
cent paper@14# has already presented a time-domain analy
of the effect of dispersion for the specific case of type
PDC pumped by an ultrashort chirped pump pulse in a c
linear HOM interferometer; here we generalize certain
those results. We consider both type-I and type-II crys
phase matching, and identify methods for each by which
distinguishing information introduced by external dispersi
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RESTORING DISPERSION CANCELLATION FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 053810
can be suppressed for a pulsed pump.

II. TWO TYPE-I PDC CONFIGURATIONS

We begin by describing in more detail the two cases
which dispersion cancellation effects were reported initia
Figure 2 shows the configuration analyzed by Franson@6#.
Pump photons entering the crystal produce pairs of ‘‘sign
and ‘‘idler’’ photons, each of which pass through a differe
dispersive medium before being detected. Photon coun
measure the coincidence rate as a function of the adjust
relative path delay that is installed in one or both arms. C
sically, this measurement would show broadening of the
tensity correlation peak regardless of the specific disper
properties of the two elements. The quantum-mechan
treatment, however, reveals that if the elements have e
length, but group-velocity dispersion~GVD! of equal mag-
nitude and opposite sign, the coincidence rate profile wo
remain largely unaffected—the dispersive broadening wo
be cancelled to the GVD level of approximation, due to t
frequency entanglement of the photon pairs. Unfortunat
the temporal resolution of currently available photodetect
systems does not seem to permit observation of this effe

Later, Steinberget al. @7,8# observed cancellation in
HOM interferometer with type-I PDC, in which a dispersiv
element was added to just one arm as in Fig. 3. Rather
a correlation peak, the coincidence rate as a function of
relative path delay in this configuration displays a ba
ground rate with a dip whose width corresponds to the p
ton wave-packets’ overlap time. Experimental observatio
possible in this case because the coincidence null is ge
ated by an interference effect, so that a slow detector
sponse does not limit the temporal resolution of the meas
ment. No reduction of visibility or broadening in th
coincidence rate profile was observed in that experim
even when the added element would have corresponded
sically to an observable 60-fs broadening of the tempo

FIG. 2. Franson’s noninterferometric configuration, in whi
photon pairs exhibit nonlocal cancellation of dispersive effects e
though they are never spatially overlapped. A pump beam cre
pairs of signal~s! and idler ~i! photons in a parametric down
converter~PDC! that are sent to a pair of detectors (D1,D2) after
passing through variable delay lines, dispersive media, and spe
filters. The delays~6t! are symmetric for computational conve
nience. The dispersive media in each arm are characterize
group-velocity dispersions6b; when these media have equ
lengths, the effects of dispersion are canceled in the coincide
counting profiles.
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profile @8#. Although the second-order~GVD! dispersive
terms canceled in their calculation, Steinberget al.noted that
higher, odd-order dispersive effects should in fact
enhanced—though again, these effects were too small t
observed. They also noted that in the special case of ‘‘b
anced dispersion,’’ in which identical dispersive eleme
are in both paths of the interferometer,all dispersive effects
will be cancelled.

These cancellation effects depend on the use of a
pump. In Secs. III and IV we will examine the consequenc
when an ultrashort pump pulse is used instead. For com
tational clarity, we will discuss the two configurations
reverse historical order: in Sec. III we consider the HO
interferometer, and in Sec. IV, the noninterferometric co
figuration.

III. DISPERSION IN THE PULSED HOM
INTERFEROMETER

A. Calculation of the coincidence-counting rate

We now consider the interferometer of Fig. 3, but with t
cw pump beam replaced by a train of broad-band opt
pulses. In our analysis, we will include the dispersive effe
in the crystal source itself, with the objective of using the
to influence, or possibly restore, dispersion cancellation
interference effects. The beam angle is assumed to be s
ciently small so that all transverse effects are neglected,
the center frequency of the photon pair is taken to be deg
erate. A dispersive element is in the lower path, while
upper path has only a variable path delay. The pump fi
strength is assumed to be low enough so that on the orde
one pair is generated per pass in the crystal, yet large eno
to be treated as a classical coherent field in this calculat
only the spontaneously generated signal and idler fields
quantized. Following a first-order perturbation expansion
the interaction Hamiltonian, the resulting two-photon sta
@9# can then be given by

uc&5KE
0

`E
0

`

dvsdv ia~vs1v i !f~vs ,v i !uvs&suv i& i

~1!

where uvm&n[ân
†(vm)u0&n is a single photon state of fre

quencyvm in moden. This state is a sum over all possib
~entangled! pairs of frequencies in the signal and idl
modes, and can be used to describe either of the two type
down-conversions. For type-I PDC, the signal and id

n
es

ral

by

e-

FIG. 3. A HOM interferometer with dispersive delay added
the lower arm. The pump beam~or pulse! creates signal~s! and
idler ~i! photons in the PDC that are later brought together a
beam splitter and counted in coincidence at detectorsD1 andD2.
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ERDMANN, BRANNING, GRICE, AND WALMSLEY PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 053810
modes are distinguished by their directions of propagat
while in type-II PDC they are distinguished by polarizatio
or propagation direction, or both. In either case, the dir
tions of the emission to be detected can be defined by sm
distant apertures, and are assumed to be sufficiently clos
the propagation axis that transverse effects may be negle
The spontaneous generation of these photon pairs fro
pump photon is constrained by energy conservation,vp
5vs1v i so that the pump’s amplitude spectral profile m
be written as a(vs1v i). The PDC crystal’s spectra
‘‘phase-matching function’’~PMF!, or f(vs ,v i), is defined
in AppendixesA ~type-I! and B ~type-II!. It may be inter-
preted as giving the amplitude contribution for each f
quency pair resulting from the PDC of a given pump fr
quency; meanwhile, the pump profile weights the availabi
of various pump frequencies for such pairs.K is a normal-
ization constant:

K22[E
0

`E
0

`

dvsdv i ua~vs1v i !u2uf~vs ,v i !u2uvs&suv i& i .

~2!

The rate of coincidence counts at timet1 at detector 1 and
t2 at detector 2 with a coincidence-counting window of d
ration T is given by@15#

R}E
0

TE
0

T

dt1dt2^cuÊ1
~2 !~ t1!Ê2

~2 !~ t2!Ê2
~1 !~ t2!Ê1

~1 !~ t1!uc&,

~3!

whereÊ1,2
(1) are the positive-frequency electric field operato

at detectors 1 and 2, andÊ1,2
(2) are their Hermitian conjugates

Due to the action of a properly chosen~50-50! beam splitter,
these field operators can be related to the signal and
field operators by@15#

Ê1
~1 !5

1

&
~Ês

~1 !1Êi
~1 !!,

Ê2
~1 !5

1

&
~Ês

~1 !2Êi
~1 !!, ~4!

where

Ês
~1 !~ ts!5E

0

`

dvsA~vs!âs~vs!e
2 ivs~ ts2t!,

Êi
~1 !~ t i !5E

0

`

dv iA~v i !âi~v i !e
2 i @v i t i1k~v i !l # ~5!

contain the annihilation operatorsâs,i for the signal and idler
modes~labeled ‘‘s’’ and ‘‘ i’’ in Fig. 3!. The variable free-
space delayt is in the signal arm, while the dispersive m
dium of lengthl is in the idler arm. The dispersion relatio
k(v i) gives the wave number of the light inside the disp
sive medium so that a phase delayk(v i) l is imparted to each
frequency component of the idler photon wave packet. T
A(vs,i) contain dimensional factors so thatuÊs,i u2 are in
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units of photons per second; they vary slowly with frequen
and can be taken outside the integrals as constants. A
inserting Eqs.~1!, ~4!, and~5! into Eq. ~3! and carrying out
the integrals over time with the limits extended to infini
@9#, we have

R~t!}E
0

`E
0

`

dvsdv i ua~vs1v i !u2$uf~vs ,v i !u2

2f~vs ,v i !f* ~v i ,vs!3ei $~vs2v i !t1@k~vs!2k~v i !# l %%.

~6!

To proceed further, we require explicit functional form
for a and f. As in @9#, we will use a transform-limited
Gaussian pump pulse, which results in a Gaussian freque
distribution centered at 2v̄ with a bandwidth parameters,

a~vs1v i !5e2~vs1v i22v̄ !2/2s2
. ~7!

Next we make the change of variables

ns,i[vs,i2v̄, ~8!

where v̄ is the degenerate center frequency for signal a
idler photons, and we extend the limits of integration f
ns ,n i to minus infinity.

We also wish to explicitly include the dispersive prope
ties of the external medium; these are encoded ink(v), and
can be brought to light via a Taylor-series expansion ab
v̄. We have for the@k(vs)2k(v i)# term,

k~ns!2k~n i !5k1k8~ns2n i !1
1

2
k9~ns

22n i
2!

1
1

3!
k-~ns

32n i
3!1¯ , ~9!

wherek is the wave number evaluated atv̄ and all deriva-
tives are evaluated there as well. We adopt the notation
the group-velocity dispersion~GVD! in the external medium,

b5
1

2
k95

1

2

d2k~v!

dv2 U
v5v̄

~10!

and discard terms of higher order than this in the calculati
Using the inverse group velocityk8, we can offset the free-
space photon delay by the mean transit time through
external dispersive medium of lengthl to get the true relative
photon delay at the beam splitter,

t̄ [
1

&
~t2k8l !. ~11!

The scale factor of 1/& is added for later convenience. Re
writing Eq. ~6! with these substitutions, we arrive at the ge
eral expression for the coincidence-counting rate in a pul
HOM interferometer with external dispersion:
0-4
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R~ t̄,b!5K1E
2`

` E
2`

`

dnsdn ie
2@~ns1n i !/s#2

3$uf~ns ,n i !u22f* ~n i ,ns!f~ns ,n i !

3ei @~ns2n i !t̄1b l ~ns
2
2n i

2
!1~1/3!!k- l ~ns

3
2n i

3
!#%. ~12!

HereK1 is a constant of proportionality that is the produ
of the photon detection and collection efficiencies, the pu
repetition rate, the pair-creation efficiency of the PDC cr
tal, the fourth power of the dimensional constantA in Eq.
~5!, and the square of the normalization constantK defined in
Eq. ~2!.

B. Type-I HOM interference

Upon inserting into Eq.~12! the phase-matching functio
f from Eq. ~A12! we have, for type-I HOM interference,

RI~ t̄,b!5K1E
2`

` E
2`

`

dn1dn2e2~n1 /s!2

3sinc2@~ t1n11BLn2
2 1B̄Ln1

2 !/2#

3@12e2i ~ t̄n21b ln1n2!#, ~13!

where sinc(x)[(1/x)sin(x), t6 , B, B̄ are defined in Eqs
~A9!–~A11!, and

n65
1

&
~ns6n i !. ~14!

The PDC crystal has lengthL, while B, B̄ are its second-
order dispersive parameters. The constant background
in Eq. ~13! is

C[K1E
2`

` E
2`

`

dn1dn2e2~n1 /s!2

3sinc2@~ t1n11BLn2
2 1B̄Ln1

2 !/2#. ~15!

This term represents the coincidence rate for large value
t̄, outside the HOM dip; in this region, where interferen
does not occur, half of the photon pairs that reach the be
splitter will leave it in opposite directions~T-T and R-R
events! and may go on to produce coincidence counts.
will normalize our coincidence-counting rates so that t
background rate has a value of ‘‘1’’ in all of our plots.

To carry out the remaining integral in Eq.~13! we may
use the identity

sinc2~x!5
1

4 E21

1 E
21

1

dz1dz2ei ~z11z2!x. ~16!

After using the coordinate transformations,

y5 1
2 ~z12z2!,

z5 1
2 ~z11z2!, ~17!
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the integrand in Eq.~16! is independent ofy, so that

sinc2~x!5E
21

1

dzE
2~12uzu!

~12uzu!
dy ei2zx52E

21

1

dz~12uzu!ei2zx.

~18!

After the sinc2 term in Eq.~13! is rewritten in this form,
the integrals overn1 andn2 can be carried out analytically
The result is then divided byC to obtain the normalized
type-I coincidence-counting rate:

Rn
I ~ t̄,b!512

1

C E
21

1

dz
~12uzu!Vz

A~Vzb l !22 iBLz

3expF2~ t̄2 1
2 t1Vz

2b lz!2

~Vzb l !22 iBLz
Gexp@

2~ 1
2 Vzt1z!2#, ~19!

whereVz is defined by

1

Vz
2 5

1

s22 iB̄z. ~20!

The B̄ term’s contribution is relatively small for typica
pump bandwidths, so thatVz is essentiallys, the pump
bandwidth. The expression in Eq.~19! involves the disper-
sive parameters of the PDC crystal (k8,kp8 ,k9,kp9) through

theB andB̄ terms in the phase-matching function, while th
external media dispersion~b! enters via phase terms in th
electric-field operators. The latter terms are the ones sub
to the cancellation effects.

The integral in Eq.~19! can be evaluated numerically
Figure 4 shows a plot of the normalized counting rateRn as
a function of delayt̄ and external dispersionb l for a typical
pulsed down-conversion arrangement: the crystal parame
k9 and t1 ~see Appendix A!, were chosen to correspond t
1-mm-thick beta barium borate~BBO! @16#, and the pump
pulse duration was taken to be 100 fs. The plot shows
for a pulsed pump, the degree of interference is reduce
the magnitude of introduced dispersion is increased. T
reduction starts being discernible already for dispersion v
ues of b l 5231024 ps2, which corresponds to a block o
BK-7 glass with a length of 1 cm. The plot also shows th
external dispersion affects the visibility of the interferen
dip more dramatically than it affects the width.

For a fixed nonzero value of external dispersion, the
terference visibility is reduced as the pump pulse is sh
ened~Fig. 5! and in the extreme limit of an infinitely broad
band pump, the interference vanishes altogether. In
temporal domain, this limit corresponds to precise know
edge of the pair creation time, which is constrained by
pump pulse duration~see Fig. 1!. Alternatively, in the fre-
quency domain, the interference reduction is associated
decorrelation of the pair frequencies by the broad-band pu
pulse.

Figure 5 shows that the count profile with respect to de
t̄ is in general asymmetric about the origin in the presence
0-5
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FIG. 4. Normalized coincidence counting rateRn
I in a HOM

interferometer with a pulsed type-I source, as a function of rela
photon delayt̄ and external dispersionb l . The interference visibil-
ity is complete at zero delay (t̄50) when no external dispersion i
introduced (b l 50). As the dispersion in the path medium is i
creased, interference is reduced, so the dispersion cancellation
mon to the cw-pumped situation does not occur here. Note tha
10-fs width of this interference dip is an order of magnitude n
rower than that produced by the same length of crystal in typ
PDC @10#. The plot was made using Eq.~19! with a pump band-
width of s53031012 rad21 ~for 100-fs duration at 810 nm!, and
PDC parameters corresponding to 1 mm of BBO:t1520.05 ps
andBL53.6531025 ps2.

FIG. 5. Type-I HOM interference dips for three different pum
pulse widths. For the longest pump pulse~1 ps!, the dip is identical
to that produced by a cw pump—symmetrically-shaped and ha
full visibility. For the 200-fs pump pulse, the dip exhibits asymm
try, reduced visibility, and a shift in the minimum away fromt̄
50. For the shortest pump pulse~30 fs!, the effects of the previous
case become even more pronounced, and interference is virt
eliminated. Plots were made using Eq.~19!. The external dispersion
was fixed atb l 52.531024 ps2, which corresponds to 1.25 cm o
BK-7 glass. For the PDC crystal,BL53.6531025 ps2 and t15
20.05 ps~appropriate to 1 mm of BBO!.
05381
external dispersion. This is physically due to the fact that
any given frequency pair, the dispersive constantb in Eq.
~13! produces a phase delay of fixed sign, whereas the t
delay phase termt̄n2 changes sign at the origin. Hence th
total accumulated phase over all the detection frequencie
not symmetric for positive and negative values oft̄, and
therefore, neither is the coincidence profile. Exceptions
this are the cases wheret1 is zero~the pump photon has th
same group velocity as the signal photons!, or whereb is
zero ~no external dispersive medium is present!; in these
cases, the count profile is symmetric for any value of
PDC crystal dispersion, as seen in Fig. 4 along the l
b l 50.

C. Tailoring of a type-I crystal to recover lost interference

We will now examine possible methods of minimizing th
effects of the unbalanced external dispersion. The feature
prime interest are the interference visibility and the range
delayst̄ over which it is maintained. For some application
an interference dip that is very narrow int̄ is advantageous
@8#, while in others@3,12,13# it is desirable to maximize the
interference over a large range of photon delays. We th
fore seek methods of tailoring the source to address bot
these requirements.

Equation~13! suggests two possible ways in which th
effects of external dispersion might be minimized, or elim
nated altogether. The term which represents external dis
sion, b l , is multiplied by both integration variables—th
down-conversion frequency sumn1 and differencen2 . If
either of these variables could be made zero, or restricte
a small range, then the contribution of this term to the in
gral could be made negligible.1 The sinc2 function in Eq.
~13!, which has bothn1 andn2 as its arguments, presents
way of achieving this: for in the long-crystal limit, the sinc2

function can be made to approachd(n1) or d(n2) with
suitable choices for the dispersive parameters of the cry
Both possibilities are suggested by Eq.~13!; they will now
be investigated using the full calculation given by Eq.~19!.

Method 1: Restrict the values ofnÀ

If t1 and B̄ are made small, whileBL is made large, the
phase-matching term in Eq.~13! approaches the limiting
form

lim
L→`

@sinc2~BLn2
2 /2!#}d~n2!. ~21!

BL can be made large most easily by choosing a lo
crystal. The conditiont>0 requires thatkp8>k8, and B̄L
~whose effects are already small due to the pump profi!
would be small if kp9> 1

2 k9. Under these conditions, th
phase-matching function is aligned with thens5n i axis,

1In fact, this is how spectral filters mitigate the effects of extern
dispersion, though they accomplish this by restricting the signal
idler frequencies independently, and not just their sums or dif
ences. See Appendix C, case 3.
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RESTORING DISPERSION CANCELLATION FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 053810
when plotted as a function ofns and n i ~see Fig. 6!. This
indicates a high-frequency correlation for the dow
converted photons (ns5n i) in the long crystal limit.

The implication of thisd-function limit and the associate
condition,n250, is that the dispersiveb terms in Eq.~12!
are eliminated, in apparent analogy with the cw-pumped c
~see Appendix C, case 2!. But in contrast to that case, he
all orders of external dispersion ink(vs,i), both even and
odd, are eliminated as can be seen from Eq.~9!. This is
because the frequency pair variables are now directly co
lated, rather than anti-correlated as in the cw-pumped ca

Figure 7 shows the improved HOM visibility that result
The normalized coincidence rate is plotted as a function
delay for a typical source and for idealized sources tailo
according to this method~and a second method describ
below!. Note that thef I'd(n2) source produces destruc
tive interference that is not only complete, but also pres
over a much broader range of photon delays than for
typical type-I source. This is because the frequency diff
ence phase termt̄n2 in Eq. ~13!, containing the relative
two-photon time delay, is also suppressed byd(n2), and
would vanish altogether in the limitn2→0. The result is a
large increase in the width of the restored interference
and in the limiting case, a null of infinite width int̄. In other

FIG. 6. Examples of phase-matching functions and a pu
pulse spectrum as functions of the signal and idler frequencie

the long crystal limit. The pump spectruma}e2(ns1n i )
2

is depicted
as a gray band along the linens52n i ; the shading represents th
Gaussian distribution of sum-frequency values. If the pump w
cw, this band would have zero width. The line labeledf II is a
general type-II PMF, which behaves asf II'd(ans1bn i) to first
order in the signal and idler frequencies, and is not symmetric in
signal and idler frequencies it allows. A tailored type-I PMF,f l

'd(n2), lies along the linens5n i , and a general type-I PMF
which behaves asf l'd(cn11dn2

2 1en1
2 ) to second order, is also

shown. For each source of photons, down-converted pairs are
duced in the intersection of the pump spectrum and the approp
PMF; in each case, the ranges of allowed frequencies, and
correlations, can dramatically alter the HOM interference visibil
and dispersion cancellation.
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words, photon pair members generated in the limiting c
would always be incident on the same detector, with ide
cal frequencies, no matter what relative delays were impo
on them before their arrival at the beam splitter.

We emphasize that this is a nonclassical interference
fect, which arises from a new kind of entanglement f
down-converted photons. Our tailored source in this c
constrains the frequency difference for the photon pair, w
out constraining the frequencies themselves—that is,
photon frequencies are highly correlated, even though it
be verified that each individual photon has a broad spect
@9#. This is in contrast to the entanglement created by
pumping~in which the frequency sum is constrained!, and is
also different from the restoration of interference with spe
tral filters ~in which no entanglement is present at all!. While
it is true that narrow-band spectral filters could reproduce
broad temporal interference profile of Fig. 7, they would
so by increasing the duration of each photon’s wave pac
independently; this differs from the present method, in wh
the signal and idler photons retain short temporal duratio
We refer the reader to Appendix C for details on the effe
of cw pumping and narrow-band filters.

Method 2: Restrict the value ofn¿

Now we return to Eq.~13! and, instead of makingB̄ neg-
ligible, we choose it to be large, so that the termB̄n1

2 domi-
nates the argument of the sinc2 function. In the long crystal
limit, this produces thed function

lim
L→`

@sinc2~B̄Ln1
2 /2!#}d~n1!. ~22!
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FIG. 7. Restored HOM interference from a tailored type-I cry
tal. A typical normalized coincidence rateRn

I is shown for a 1-mm-
long BBO down-converter pumped by a 100-fs pulse, with 5 mm
dispersive glass in one of the photon paths. The casef l5d(n2) for
method 1 was modeled as a crystal having very largeB ~100 times

that of BBO! while retaining theB̄, t1 , andL values for 1 mm of
BBO. The interference is restored, and there is large temp

broadening of the dip. For method 2,B̄ is very large~100 times that
of BBO!, while B, t1 , andL retain the values for 1 mm of BBO, so
that f l'd(n1). Interference is again restored, while the dip wid
is essentially unchanged. Plots were made using Eq.~19!.
0-7
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In this case the dispersiveb l term in Eq.~13! is again elimi-
nated, but now the phase termt̄n2 is not, so that we expec
no temporal broadening of the count profile~in contrast to
the previous method.! The plot forf I'd(n1) in Fig. 7 con-
firms that this is indeed the case, and that the visibility can
fully restored with a narrow dip. Also, the orientation of th
PMF for this case, shown in Fig. 6, matches that of the pu
profile ~alongns52n i! and would therefore produce eve
ordered cancellation effects similar to those observed wi
cw pump~see Appendix C, case 2!.

An increase inB̄ while keeping B small corresponds
physically to a large GVD for the pump pulse but a very lo
GVD for the signal and idler photons. This implies that f
this particular tailoring method, some classical timing info
mation will be lost due to dispersive broadening of the pu
pulse. For example, after propagation through a PDC cry
of length L51 cm with an unusually high pump dispersio
~B̄5231026 ps2/mm, ten times larger than a typical value!,
a 100-fs pulses530 ps21 will be stretched to become ap
proximately sB̄L51 ps in duration@17#. This effect does
not occur with the previous tailoring method.

Both of the above methods involve a long dow
conversion crystal, and even if no special dispersive prop
ties are chosen, it is possible to have both effects at wor
the same source. Each effect serves to increase the dip
ibility in the presence of external dispersion, but the fi
effect is accompanied by a broadening of the temporal w
of the dip, while the second is not. In fact, as shown in F
8, a typical type-I crystal of sufficient length will have th
effect of restoring the visibility~this is not true for the type-II
case—see Sec. III E!. Apparently, the minimum magnitud
of the crystal’s dispersive phaseBL required to restore full
interference visibility is on the same order as the exter
dispersive phaseb l . From Fig. 8 we also see that for broa
ening of the dip with respect tot̄, approximately 10 cm of a
typical PDC crystal would be required to establish very h
interference visibility over a relative delay range of abo
10 fs.

FIG. 8. The effect of a long PDC crystal on type-I HOM inte
ference. Even without special tailoring, for type-I PDC, a su
ciently long crystal~BBO in this case! restores interference that wa
reduced to 50% by a 100-fs pump pulse and external dispersion
to 5 mm of glass. The degree of asymmetry int̄ depends on the
magnitude of the product ofV, b, andt1 in Eq. ~19!.
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Finally, we wish to comment on a third approach th
appears to follow from Eq.~12!, namely, the elimination of
all second-order terms in the sinc2 argument to create a PMF
of the form f I'd(t1n1). Such a first-order truncation o
the type-I phase-matching function seems plausible,
leads to inconsistencies when the full calculation is carr
out using Eq.~18!. The difficulties arise because no firs
ordern2 term is present in the type-I expansion ofDK ~see
Appendix A!.

D. Type-II HOM interference

The type-II phase-matching functionf II , given by Eq.
~B3!, can also be inserted into the master equation~12! to
yield

RII~ t̄,b!

}E
2`

` E
2`

`

dn1dn2e2~n1 /s!2
$sinc2@~ t1n11t2n2!/2#

2sinc@~ t1n11t2n2!/2#sinc@~ t1n12t2n2!/2#

3e2i ~ t̄n21b ln1n2!%. ~23!

This can be integrated numerically as for the type-I ca
after following steps analogous to Eqs.~13!–~19!. Such a
calculation is essentially a frequency-domain version of
one presented by Perinaet al. @14#, although here we choos
to include only the~dominant! first-order dispersive terms in
the PMF, while Perinaet al. retained terms up to secon
order.~Second-order terms were also retained in the prec
ing section, where they were important because the sig
and idler have the same index of refraction in type-I PDC!.
Also, the relative delay in Ref.@14# was imposed by a pair o
quartz wedges that added dispersive material with increa
delay, whereas thet̄ in our calculations is a free-space dela
with an offset.

E. Tailoring a type-II crystal to recover interference

Method: Restrict the values ofnÀ

The first thing to note from Eq.~23! is that, even in the
absence of external dispersion, interference visibility is ty
cally lost when type-II crystals are pumped by an ultraf
source, becausef II(vo ,ve) is not symmetric under inter
change ofvo and ve @9#. However, an exception to thi
asymmetry has already been pointed out@10# when the con-
dition t150 is met: this corresponds to matching the gro
velocity of the pump pulse to the average group velocity
the down-conversion within the PDC. In that case, perf
visibility would be expected for a pulsed pump were it n
for the presence of external dispersion.

Fortunately, just as for the type-I case we can see fr
Eq. ~23! that if this condition is met, and if the crystal i
made long enough, the PMF becomes

ue
0-8
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lim
L→`

$f II~n0 ,ne!u t150%

5 lim
L→`

$sinc@~ t1n11t2n2!/2#u t150%

5 lim
L→`

$sinc~ t2n2/2!% } d~n2!. ~24!

The result is in effect the same as that obtained by the
tailoring method for type-I PDC, withn250 imposed in Eq.
~13!: dispersion is again canceled to all orders, and the di
widened considerably. Figure 9~a! illustrates the interference
lost from external dispersion under normal conditions, a
Fig. 9~b! shows that it is restored by such a tailored, lo
crystal.

FIG. 9. The loss and restoration of type-II HOM interferen
with a 100-fs pulsed pump. The normalized coincidence-coun
rateRn

II is plotted as function of relative photon delayt̄ and external
dispersionb l . ~a! For a 1-mm-long BBO source, interference vi
ibility is lost as the external dispersion is increased. But it can
regained~b! with a long enough source crystal~10-cm BBO! whose
PMF is tailored to lie exactly along thens5n i axis ~see Fig. 6!.
Without the tailored PMF, no interference at all would be observ
with such a long crystal.
05381
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The constraint cited here,t150, is simpler than the
analogous one for type-I PDC (t15B̄50), because our
type-II analysis retains only the first-order terms inDK ~see
Appendix B!. The other condition,t250, is of course pre-
cluded for this case, because the photons must possess
tinct group velocities in type-II PDC.

Finally, we note that unlike the type-I case, the use o
very long crystal in type-II PDC without the constraintt1

50 would result in the loss of all observable interferen
~because of the asymmetry in the PMF! as has already bee
shown@9#.

F. Practical issues

Though the issues discussed above are of theoretica
terest, we also wish to consider a few aspects related to
possible implementation of our methods. First, there is
subtle point concerning the use of long crystals as parame
down-converters: the state vector in Eq.~1! is an approxima-
tion that relies on the negligible probability of more than o
down-conversion event occurring within a single pum
pulse. For most applications of spontaneous PDC, and
ticularly for quantum computing and quantum cryptograph
this is in fact a requirement. With typical pump sources~cw
Ar1 lasers, doubled Ti sapphire lasers, etc.! and PDC crys-
tals ~1 cm or less of BBO, LiIO3, KDP, or KD* P! this turns
out to be an excellent approximation. But if exceptiona
long crystals are used, it is possible that the pump po
would have to be reduced in order to remain in the sing
pair regime.

Another practical concern for long crystals is the we
known problem of walk-off. If noncritical phase matchin
~to zero order! were available, then there would be no late
walk-off of the pump beam from the signal and idler beam
However, the crystals suitable for these applications gen
ally require angle tuning, which does entail such walk-o
this limits the effective crystal lengths for the down conve
sion. Compensating techniques involving alternating th
layered assemblies, though laborious, could provide one
tial solution to this problem. Also, much recent progress h
been made in various types of ‘‘quasi-phase-matchin
methods in both bulk and waveguide form. Certain nonlin
parameters may be effectively synthesized to achieve ph
matching by means of domain control, and guided confi
ment could eliminate lateral walk-off. However, it is ce
tainly not clear that all of the key parameters could be c
troled by these methods.

As for tailoring the dispersive parameters themselves
general we expect it will be difficult to find nonlinear crys
tals with the specific properties listed here. For examp
implementation of method 2 for type-I phase matching~Sec.
III C ! implies finding a large GVD for the pump pulse but
relatively low GVD at the signal and idler wavelengths, a
within the same material. However, we note that in the c
of type-II PDC, the requisite first-order symmetry conditio
t150 has been identified@10# in natural crystals of BBO at
a signal wavelength of 1.5mm, and KDP at 1.08mm. The
former is compatible with common fiber transmission wi
dows; however, conventional photon counters work bes
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close to half that wavelength. In the case of type-I PD
methods, the ideal properties are not available in kno
natural crystals, but can be approached more closely in s
than others. The limited selection of nonlinear materia
natural, assembled, or quasi-phase-matched will always
restrictions on the dispersive properties. But regardless
which material properties do become available, the calc
tions presented here will allow quantitative evaluation of
various parameter tradeoffs, so that dispersive effects ca
optimized in the absence of perfect solutions.

IV. DISPERSION IN THE PULSED
NONINTERFEROMETRIC ARRANGEMENT

A. Preliminary remarks

The simplicity of Franson’s configuration in Fig. 2 is th
it highlights quantum-mechanical dispersion cancellation
fects without the interference created by a beam splitter
this arrangement, the two-photon detection amplitudes in
fere nonlocally even though they never overlap after exit
the PDC crystal. The methods of Sec. III require a few mo
fications in order to examine the pulsed pump version of
fundamentally interesting arrangement.

In keeping with the original treatment@6#, we will allow
the detected frequency dependence to be controled by b
pass filters in front of the detectors rather than by the ba
width of the phase matching as in the previous sectio
Physically, this means that the spectral width of the filters
much narrower than that of the photon pair emitted by
crystal, which is often the case in practice. This appro
also serves to illustrate in some detail the role played by
filter’s spectral width in such configurations.

There is also no longer any need to integrate over
detector/counter system response time. In the previous
figurations, interference produced a dip in the coincide
rate. The results were not affected by an increase in inte
tion period beyond the dip width, so the time limits could
extended without limit, simulating the use of slow detecto
But in this noninterferometric case, the result is an intens
correlation peak whose observed width is limited by the
tector response time~typically greater than 1 ns!. Thus, de-
tectors with a very fast response, compared with the photo
overlap time, are ideal for this application—whereas su
fast detectors would actually generate no coincidence co
at all in the interferometric case@7#. Although a slow detec-
tor response is advantageous in a HOM interferometer
revealing interference, here it would actually mask the te
poral effects.

B. Calculation of the coincidence-counting rate

The joint rate of photodetections for a signal photon
detectorD1 at timets and an idler photon at detectorD2 at
time t i , as depicted in Fig. 2, is

R~ ts ,t i ,t!}^cuÊi
~2 !~ t i2t!Ês

~2 !~ ts1t!Ês
~1 !~ ts1t!

3Êi
~1 !~ t i2t!uc&. ~25!

The free-space photon delays are written as6t for compu-
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tational convenience. The calculation is carried out using
filtered electric field operators given below

Êi
~1 !~ l i ,t i !5AE

0

`

dv ie
2@~v i2v̄ !/sF#2

âi~v i !

3e2 iv i ~ t i2t!1k~v i !l i,

Ês
~1 !~ l s ,ts!5AE

0

`

dvse
2@~vs2v̄ !/sF#2

âs~vs!

3e2 ivs~ ts1t!1k~vs!l s, ~26!

wherel s ,l i are the lengths of dispersive media in the sign
and idler paths. Here Gaussian spectral filter functions, c
tered at the degenerate down-conversion frequencyv̄, have
been inserted in the operators to simulate band-pass fi
before the detectors. The implicit assumption is that th
bandwidthsF is much less than that of the light produced
the PDC crystal. Because of this,f can be ignored in the
state vector for the down-converted light in Eq.~1!, so that
the field operators at the detector acting on the state giv

Êi
~1 !~ l i ,t i !Ês

~1 !~ l s ,ts!uc&

}E
0

`E
0

`

dvsv ia~vs ,v i !

3e2@~vs2v̄ !/sF#2
e2@~v i2v̄ !/sF#2

3e2 ivs~ ts1t!1k~vs!l se2 iv i ~ t i2t!1k~v i !l iu0&.

~27!

Rather than solve the general case, we will focus here on
arrangement in which dispersive effects are known to be c
celed for a cw pump: the two media are taken to have id
tical lengths (l s5 l i5 l ) and GVD constants of equal magn
tude but opposite sign~6b!. In this case, the effects of GVD
on the coincidence profile are canceled due to quantum
terference@6#.

As before, the calculation for the pulsed pump case p
ceeds by expanding to second order the propagation vec
in the external media:

k~vs!1k~v i !>~k01k8ns1
1
2 k9ns

2!1~k01k8n i2
1
2 k9n i

2!

52k01k8~ns1n i !1b~ns
22n i

2!. ~28!

The origins for the time axes in Eq.~27! can be chosen so
that ts5t i50, yielding

Êi
~1 !Ês

~1 !uc&

}ssFE
2`

` E
2`

`

dnsdn ie
2@~ns1n i !

2/2s2#e2@~ns
2
1n i

2
!/sF

2
#

3ei @t~ns2n i !1k8 l ~ns1n i !1b l ~ns
2
1n i

2
!#u0&. ~29!

The first-order dispersion factork8 is the inverse of the pho
ton’s group velocity in the external media. Noncontributin
phase factors accumulated outside the integral do not a
0-10
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the results and can be suppressed. Inserting Eq.~29! into Eq.
~25! and carrying out the integrals yields

R~t!}
~ssF!2

11~s/sF!21~b lssF!2

3expF2t2~s21sF
2 !2~k8ls!2

11~s/sF!21~b lssF!2G ~30!

for the probability of a coincidence count as a function
relative photon delayt. A normalized version of this,Rn , is
plotted in Fig. 10; the profile is a positive correlation peak
t whose width depends on the pump bandwidths and the
filter bandwidthssF . The figure demonstrates that the exte
nal dispersion broadens the count profile and reduces its
value. Once again, a broad-band pump and dispersive m
serve to reduce the dispersion cancellation effects.

Some interesting limiting cases of Eq.~30! are presented
in Appendix D. As before, the cw-pumped limit can be i
vestigated by replacing the pump spectrum in Eq.~29! with a
d function, so thatn15ns1n i50. In this case~Appendix D,
case 1!, dispersive effects would be canceled here just
they are for the cw-pumped HOM interferometer~Appendix
C, case 2!, due to the strict anticorrelation imposed onns and
n i . This anticorrelation is reduced in the pulsed-pump ca
and therefore so is the dispersion cancellation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The calculations presented here show how the disper
properties of media affect the results of several coincide

FIG. 10. The normalized two-photon counting rateRn in the
Franson configuration with a pulsed pump as a function of rela
delayt between the photon arrival times. As the external dispers
b l is increased, the peak decreases and broadens, exhibiting a
of dispersion cancellation. The plot was made using Eq.~30! with
k850. The pump and filter bandwidths were both set ats5sF

5831012 rad21 ~the latter corresponds to a 40-nm band-pass fi
centered at 800 nm for the photon pair!.
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photodetection experiments in which the photon pairs
produced by ultrashort pulses. Our analysis focused on th
cases for which dispersion cancellation in external media
been found to occur previously with monochromatic~cw!
pump sources. We have shown that although the broad s
trum carried by a short pulse generally results in redu
dispersion cancellation, special cases can be found that
mit cancellation effects to be maintained even with a bro
band source. In theory, these specially tailored crystal par
eters can restore dispersion cancellation and enable ce
other quantum interference effects that rely on the supp
sion of distinguishing mode information for the photons. O
implication is that balanced dispersion of any magnitude
be canceled, and need not be a problem for quantum in
mation processing in fibers. Another implication is that f
properly chosen crystal parameters, even unbalanced dis
sion in the optical elements may be managed without the
of interference filters, while retaining a broad-band pum
pulse and its precise classical timing information.

APPENDIX A: THE PHASE-MATCHING FUNCTION FOR
COLLINEAR TYPE-I PDC

In type-I PDC the signal and idler beams have simi
polarizations @18#, and are identically polarized if they
propagate collinearly. To perform experiments, the typ
crystal is usually cut and aligned for noncollinear pha
matching so that the down-converted beams propagat
slightly different directions and can be manipulated indep
dently. The calculation of phase-matching functions for the
noncollinear geometries is complicated@19#, and so we will
make a simplifying assumption here: because the open
angle between the signal and idler beams is small~typically
a few degrees or less!, we can neglect the transverse comp
nents of their propagation vectors and use a phase-matc
function derived for the case of collinear propagation in t
direction of the pump beam propagationẑ. With the origin
for thez axis at the center of the PDC crystal of lengthL, the
phase-matching function is then given by@9#

f I~vs ,v i !5LE
2L/2

L/2

dz eiDkz, ~A1!

which yields

f I~vs ,v i !5L sinc~DkL/2!. ~A2!

The phase mismatch between the pump, signal, and i
waves is

Dk[ks~vs!1ki~v i !2kp~vs1v i !. ~A3!

This may be expanded aboutv̄ to second order to give

Dk>~ks1ki2kp!1nsks81n iki82~ns1n i !kp81 1
2 ns

2ks9

1 1
2 n i

2ki92 1
2 ~ns1n i !

2kp9, ~A4!

where ns,i[vs,i2v̄ as in Eq. ~8!. Here ks , ki and their
derivatives are evaluated atv̄, while kp and its derivatives
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are evaluated at 2v̄. For collinear type-I PDC, the signal an
idler waves are identically polarized, and so

ks85ki85k8,

ks95ki95k9. ~A7!

With the crystal cut and aligned for collinear pha
matching atv̄, zero-order terms in Eq.~A4! are eliminated.
Using the coordinate transformationn65(1/&)(ns6n i),
we have

1
2 DkL5 1

2 t1n11 1
4 @~k922kp9!n1

2 1k9n2#L, ~A8!

where

t1/2[
1

2&
@~ks82kp8!6~ki82kp8!#L. ~A9!

Because theks,i ,p8 correspond to the inverses of the sign
idler, and pump group velocities, the quantity&t1 is the
difference between the time a pump photon takes to trav
the crystal, and the average traversal time for the signal
idler photons. Using Eq.~A7! this can be written in a simple
form

t15
1

&
~k82kp8!L. ~A10!

The difference between the traversal times for the signal
idler photons is&t2 , which is zero for type-I PDC.

Finally, we define the second-order dispersive parame
in the crystal by

B5 1
2 k9,

B̄5 1
2 ~k922kp9!, ~A11!

so the phase-matching function may be written as

f I~ns ,n i !5sinc@~ t1n11BLn1
2 1B̄Ln2

2 !/2#. ~A12!

It is easily verified thatf I is symmetric under an interchang
of signal and idler frequencies, so that

f I~ns ,n i !5f I* ~n i ,ns!. ~A13!

APPENDIX B: THE PHASE-MATCHING FUNCTION FOR
COLLINEAR TYPE-II PDC

In type-II PDC, the signal and idler beams have orthog
nal polarizations—ordinary or extraordinary—and in pra
tice, both collinear and noncollinear geometries are us
Once again for simplicity we will focus on the collinea
phase matching, and refer the interested reader to Ref.@19#
for a discussion of the noncollinear case. Just as for
type-I case~Appendix A!, we have

f II~vo ,ve!5L sinc~DkL/2!. ~B1!
05381
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In type II PDC our choice of origin results in a simple pha
shift proportional toL(ko82ke8), which has no physical con
sequence and is suppressed in the calculation. The nota
differs from that in Appendix A in that signal and idler labe
~s,i! are replaced by~o,e! for the ordinary and extraordinar
polarized modes. Once again we can approximate the p
mismatch term with a Taylor-series expansion about
mean down-conversion frequencyv̄, and write

Dk>ko1ke2kp1ko8no1ke8ne2kp8~no1ne!, ~B2!

whereko,e and its derivatives are evaluated atv̄, kp and its
derivatives are evaluated at 2v̄, andno,e are defined in anal-
ogy with ns,i in Eq. ~8!. Unlike the type-I case, only the
first-order terms are retained in the expansions ofk(v) for
the type-II phase-matching function. This is because
first-order terms~corresponding to the group velocities of th
orthogonally polarized signal and idler in the PDC! no longer
cancel, and are much larger than the higher-order terms

Proceeding as in Appendix A, we eliminate the zero-ord
terms in Eq.~B2! and use a coordinate transformationn6

5(1/&)(no6ne) to write

f II~no ,ne!5sinc@~ t1n11t2n2!/2#, ~B3!

wheret6 are defined in analogy with Eq.~A9!. Note that this
PMF is not symmetric under interchange of theo ande fre-
quencies:

f II* ~ne ,n0!5sinc@~ t1n12t2n2!/2#. ~B4!

APPENDIX C: LIMITING CASES OF INTEREST
FOR TYPE-I HOM INTERFERENCE

Case 1: Recovery of interference in the limit of no external
dispersion

We note that in the absence of external dispersion,b
50), Eq. ~19! yields the HOM interference coincidence
count profile for pulsed type-I PDC without any spectral fi
ters,

Rn
I ~ t̄ !512

1

C E
0

1

dz
12z

Az
cosF 2t̄2

k9Lz
2

p

4 Ge2@~1/2!st1z#2
,

~C1!

where we have made use of Eq.~A11!. This result is identi-
cal to that of Ref.@10#, but the spectral width~s! bears an
inverse relation to the temporal width used in that referen

Case 2: Recovery of interference in the cw-pumped limit

We expect to recover dispersion cancellation effects in
cw-pumped limiting case where the pump bandwidths goes
to zero. The pump spectral profile then becomes

a~ns1n i !}d~vs1v i22Ã!. ~C2!

This limit corresponds to a purely monochromatic pump
frequency 2v̄. The integration of thed function over either
frequency variable in Eq.~12! enforces perfect anticorrela
0-12
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tion and frequency entanglement (ns52n i) about the de-
generate center frequency. This result eliminates the G
terms containingb in Eq. ~12! so dispersion cancellatio
effects are recovered. This anticorrelation would not can
any odd-ordered terms had they been retained in the ex
sion of k(ns,i).

We note also that the plot of our coincidence rate for l
s in Fig. 5 matches the form of the coincidence data o
served in the cw-pumped experiment of Ref.@8#, where no
spectral filters were used.

Case 3: Spectral filters and their narrow-band limit

Spectral band-pass filters can be included in the typ
HOM calculation in the same way they were included in E
~29! for the noninterferometric case. Gaussian spectral fil
centered atv̄, with bandwidthsF are modeled by inserting
the following product term into the integrand of Eq.~13!:

exp~ns
2/sF

2 !exp~n i
2/sF

2 !5exp@~n1
2 1n2

2 !/sF
2 #. ~C3!

This leads to a final integral with a form identical to that
Eq. ~19!, provided thatVz is replaced withVzF ,

1

VzF
2 5

1

Vz
2 1

1

sF
2 ~C4!

and thatB is replaced withBF ,

BF5B1
i

sF
2Lz

. ~C5!

These substitutions permit Eq.~19! to include the effects of
band-pass filters. Inspection of that equation then shows
in the limit of narrow bandwidth, filter effects predomina
over pump and crystal parameters. On the other hand, a l
filter bandwidth has a negligible effect on the calculation~as
we would expect!.

If we insert extremely narrow spectral filters before t
detectors, the phase-matching function can be suppre
and Eq.~13! may be approximated by

R I~ t̄,b!}E
2`

` E
2`

`

dnsdn ie
2~ns1n i /s!2

3e2~ns /sF!2
e2~n i /sF!2

3$12ei @~ns2n i !t̄1b l ~ns
2
2n i

2
!#%. ~C6!

Because

lim
sF→0

@e2~ns,i /sF!2
#}d~ns,i !, ~C7!

the effect of very narrow filters is to introduce the product
two d functions,d(ns)d(n i), thereby constrainingboth ns
andn i to very small values by postselecting only degener
center frequency photons for detection. This differs sign
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cantly from the limiting case of Eq.~21! in which a source
PMF of the formd(ns2n i) constrains only the frequenc
differencefor the pair.

Case 4: Recovery of cancellation with balanced dispersion

‘‘Balanced dispersion’’ occurs when identical dispersi
elements are placed in both arms of the HOM interferome
in Fig. 3. Previous analyses for both the cw@7# and pulsed
@14# pump cases predicted the cancellation of dispersive
fects toall orders, not just the even orders as with a sin
element. This effect can easily be seen by inserting the
ditional phase term for the second medium into the sig
field operators expansion of Eq.~5!: the coincidence rate in
Eq. ~6! would then become

R~t!}E
0

`E
0

`

dvsdv i ua~vs1v i !u2$uf~vs ,v i !u2

2f~vs ,v i !f* ~v i ,vs!

3ei @~vs2v i !t1@k~vs!2k~v i !# l 1@k~v i !2k~vs!# l #%

~C8!

so that the dispersive phases accumulated in each arm c
each other identically. This quantum-mechanical effect c
trasts with the dispersive broadening that would be predic
classically. There are practical implications for experime
utilizing short pulses in which the interferometric paths co
ropagate or are constructed with matched pairs of lo
single-mode optical fibers. Besides taking advantage of fl
ible long-range signal relay and high modal overlap, an
terferometer could be operated at frequencies where ph
counting is optimal but fiber dispersion is high, without lo
of interference visibility or temporal resolution.

APPENDIX D: LIMITING CASES OF INTEREST
FOR THE NONINTERFEROMETRIC ARRANGEMENT

Case 1:sÄ0 „cw pump…

The dispersive effects are cancelled and Eq.~30! reduces
to

R~t!}exp~2t2sF
2 ! ~D1!

as in Ref.@6#. The width of this Gaussian profile (1/sF) is
determined solely by the filter bandwidth, as if no dispers
were present.

Case 2: 0ËsF™s, and sF™b l „ultranarrow band filter …

This limit of Eq. ~30! again yields Eq.~D1!, provided that
linear offsets int due to the mean propagation time with
the dispersive media are neglected. Once again, the widt
the temporal profile of the coincidence counting rate is 1/sF ,
with second-order dispersive effects~b! canceled. This limit
is also in agreement with Ref.@6#.
0-13
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Case 3: 0Ës™sF „filter width much greater than
a nonvanishing pump spectrum…

The coincidence rate reduces to

R~t!}exp@2t2/~sb l !2#. ~D2!

Though the pump spectrum is small, the signal and id
photons still have large bandwidth. The width of the temp
ral profile is now given bysb l . Hence either a larger pum
spectrums ~shorter pulse! or a greater dispersive phaseb l
d

v

er

tt.

05381
r
-

yields temporal broadening of the coincidence count profi
Thus there is no dispersive cancellation in this case.
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